Big-data-based edge biomarker is a new concept to characterize disease features based on biomedical big data in a dynamical and network manner, which also provides alternative strategies to indicate disease status in single samples. This article gives a comprehensive review on big-data-based edge biomarkers for complex diseases in an individual patient, which are defined as biomarkers based on network information and high-dimensional data. Specifically, we firstly introduce the sources and structures of biomedical big data accessible in public for edge biomarker and disease study. We show that biomedical big data are typically 'small-sample size in high-dimension space', i.e. small samples but with high dimensions on features (e.g. omics data) for each individual, in contrast to traditional big data in many other fields characterized as 'largesample size in low-dimension space', i.e. big samples but with low dimensions on features. Then, we demonstrate the concept, model and algorithm for edge biomarkers and further big-data-based edge biomarkers. Dissimilar to conventional biomarkers, edge biomarkers, e.g. module biomarkers in module network rewiring-analysis, are able to predict the disease state by learning differential associations between molecules rather than differential expressions of molecules during disease progression or treatment in individual patients. In particular, in contrast to using the information of the common molecules or edges (i.e.molecule-pairs) across a population in traditional biomarkers including network and edge biomarkers, big-data-based edge biomarkers are specific for each individual and thus can accurately evaluate the disease state by considering the individual heterogeneity. Therefore, the measurement of big data in a high-dimensional space is required not only in the learning process but also in the diagnosing or predicting process of the tested individual. Finally, we provide a case study on analyzing the temporal expression data from a malaria vaccine trial by big-data-based edge biomarkers from module network rewiring-analysis. The illustrative results show that the identified module biomarkers can accurately distinguish vaccines with or without protection and outperformed previous reported gene signatures in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
Introduction
Characterizing individual diseases is a key to achieve the precision medicine by indicating disease states of individuals, and also personalized medicine by designing treatments for individuals [1] [2] [3] . In general, the specific features of individuals for complex diseases are indicated by the sequence mutations or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, SNPs and mutations generally provide static characteristics on the personalization, e.g. risk of a patient on disease, rather than the current disease state of the patient. In other words, they fail to tell us the dynamical characteristics of a patient on disease development or treatment, e.g. disease state and its critical transition. In contrast, the newly precision medicine promises to 'deliver the right treatments, at the right time, every time to the right person' [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which requires not only static but also dynamical features of individuals. Along with the development of translational medicine [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , increasingly accumulated new biomedical data as well as the new technologies become available, and can be exploited to accurately diagnose the disease states and also design precise treatment of individual patients. Particularly, to improve the accuracy of diagnosis and prediction, a key issue is to characterize and quantify the dynamical characteristics of disease progression and treatment process [16] , e.g. identifying dynamical network biomarkers [21] , and drug sensitivity and resistance biomarkers. To address this problem, developing big-data-based novel biomarkers for the diagnosis or prognosis purpose of diseases for individual patients is one important and necessary determinant.
'Big data' are characterized by four 'V' features emerged in traditional research fields (e.g. society or economy) [22] , i.e. Volume, Variety, Value and Velocity. In contrast, in the field of biology or biomedicine, the big data generally have different features, which lie in: (i) small sample size but in high (or big)-dimension space, e.g. omics data for each individual, rather than the traditional big sample size but in low (or small)-dimension space; in other words, biomedical big data are 'small-sample size in high-dimension space' or small big-data, comparing with traditional 'large-sample size in low-dimension space' or big small-data in many other fields [23, 24] ; (ii) the strong diversity or heterogeneity of biomedical big data, which are observed at differential levels, scales and viewpoints [25, 26] ; and (iii) the high-value density of biomedical big data with abundant and dynamical information [27] [28] [29] . Such features on biomedical big data demand special theoretical and computational methodologies to exploit the information for elucidating essential mechanisms of biological phenomena and complex diseases at the system level, and turning data into meaningful biological applications and knowledge. In particular, to apply such biomedical big data in precision medicine or personalized medicine, there is a pressing need to integrate them on the systematical level for biomarker discovery by unified mathematical methods. Currently, one of such promising methods is attracting wide attention on analyzing biomedical big data, known as the network biology [30, 31] and network biomarkers [32, 33] , i.e. exploring network information for biomarker discovery. On the other hand, based on the biological data, many interactions or associations among molecules can be embedded into the biomarker discovery or directly used as novel biomarkers for disease prediction [32, 34] . Biomarkers are evolving from individual molecules to a network of molecules (Figure 1 ), e.g. network biomarkers or edge biomarkers [21, 32, 34] . It has been well recognized that a biological function or signal transduction involved in phenotype changes, e.g. disease occurrence or disease recovery [32, 34] , is facilitated by the associated interactions (or edges) between molecules, rather than individual molecules. In fact, the concept of 'edgotype' has already linked the genotype as interactions to phenotype [35] . Meanwhile, the intensive researches on 'edgetics' have also revealed the malfunctions of interactions as the key molecular mechanisms relevant to so-called 'edgetics' diseases. In all, edge biomarkers for precision medicine or personalized medicine are expected to achieve the accurate diagnosis and prognosis by combining biomedical big data and network information.
Currently, one colossal difficulty for the biomarker discovery is big samples on population but small samples on each individual [34] , i.e. so-called small big-data problem concerning extreme unbalance of sample sizes between population and individual. Because of high heterogeneity of disease on each person, the diagnosis and prognosis have to be conducted on an individual basis, which implies the necessity of the individual biomarkers derived from the limited small samples on each patient. In the academic studies, researchers have the possibility to collect many samples from animal models or clinical patients, and carefully design the measurements of big data required by the disease study. But, in the real clinical applications, there will be many unavoidable economic or clinic problems, e.g. huge cost of advanced disease test or long-term follow-up of patients, so that the clinical data about one patient are much less than that available to a general disease cohort. For example, in the clinical experiment on drug therapy, it is easy to collect many blood samples of one volunteer at consecutive intervals/hours, but, in a hospital, physicians are always required to diagnose a patient by only one or few blood samples. Therefore, the research study by learning from big samples of one individual would be different from the clinical application by predicting from small samples of one individual. To apply big-databased biomarkers in such a situation, it is necessary to generate dynamical features rather than conventional static features from available samples, and measure or evaluate them on one or a few samples in an individual basis. Thus, to challenge this problem, big-data-based edge biomarkers including dynamical network biomarker (DNB) [21] were developed, and they are those biomarkers derived from the network information and biomedical big data (in high-dimensional space) that are expected to diagnose and predict the disease state on an individual basis.
As a representation of big-data-based biomarkers, big-data edge biomarker is a new concept to characterize disease features from multiple samples with high-dimensional data in a network manner [34] , which also provides alternative strategies to indicate disease or predict treatment response in a single sample. An advantage of edge biomarker is to exploit the information of differential correlations or differential associations disregarded in the conventional approaches. Traditionally, molecular biomarkers or node biomarkers are the molecules identified from the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) or molecules, thereby leaving a large amount of the non-differentially expressed genes (NDEGs) or molecules unexamined [36] . But, the 'edgotype' (or edgetics) of many NDEGs have shown their important roles in the state alterations of biological systems [37, 38] . Dissimilar to individual DEGs to indicate the over/down regulation in different conditions, two interactive NDEGs (as a gene-pair or edge) can exhibit changed correlation from positive to negative regulation, or vice versa. These changes of genes' correlations result in the different states of a biological system (e.g. normal, diseased or treated). Therefore, the networks of biomarkers or edge biomarkers are able to identify more essential features of biological systems than the conventional molecule biomarkers, even from those NDEGs. On the other hand, the rapid advance on high-throughput technologies provide high-dimensional omics data for network-based biomarker discovery [27, 39] , where an interaction or edge for a pair of molecules can be represented by their correlation [e.g. Pearson coefficient correlation (PCC) between a pair of molecules], numerically estimated from multiple samples. To some extent, the multiple samples collecting for one person is becoming reality, e.g. an integrative personal omics profile including genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic and autoantibody profiles from a single individual over a 14 month period [40] . By using such data of small samples but with high dimensions, big-data-based edge biomarkers based on module network rewiring-analysis (MNR) [41] were developed and can distinguish consistent gene modules and rewired module interactions and further measure the activities of those modules and interactions as the biomarker indicators. MNR has achieved superior performance on predicting therapy response of individual patients by analyzing temporal transcriptional profiles [41] . In addition, another effective strategy to identify big-data-based edge biomarkers in single samples is an EdgeMarker approach and an EdgeBiomarker approach [36, 42] , which were developed to address the difficulty for obtaining correlations or edges from one sample. Specifically, EdgeMarker decomposes PCC into multiple elements so that a new vector embedding correlation-like information instead of conventional vector of raw expression can be used to quantify the edge biomarker even in one sample [36, 42] . Dissimilar to conventional biomarkers, big-data-based edge biomarker (e.g. EdgeMarker, EdgeBiomarker or module biomarker in MNR) is able to predict the disease state by differential associations between molecules rather than differential expressions of molecules during disease progression or treatment in individual patients. In particular, in contrast to using the information of the common molecules or edges across a population in traditional biomarkers including network and edge biomarkers, big-data-based edge biomarkers are further specific for each individual so as to accurately evaluate the disease state by considering the individual heterogeneity, and thus high-dimensional data are required not only in the learning process but also in the diagnosing or predicting process of the tested patient.
This article intends to give a comprehensive review on biomedical big data and edge biomarkers currently available for diagnosing and predicting complex diseases in an individual patient. The section on 'Big data sources for studying complex diseases and biomarkers' mainly describes the sources and structures of biomedical big data accessible in public for disease study. 'Big-data-based edge biomarkers for diagnosing and predicting disease states for each individual' briefly demonstrates the concept, model and algorithm for identifying edge biomarkers by big data. 'Rationale and hypothesis of bigdata-based edge biomarkers for predicting dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance' provides a case study for dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance by edge biomarkers based on MNR.
Big data sources for studying complex diseases and biomarkers At present, there are many publicly available data sources for biology and medicine, which can be explored to study biomarkers. They can be categorized as database, type and tool platform, which are briefly summarized in Supplementary  Table S1 . One typical feature of biomedical big data is 'smallsample size in high-dimension space', e.g. omics data for each individual, and it is big samples on populations but small samples on individuals, in contrast to the traditional 'large-sample size in low-dimension space' data in many other fields. Thus, the biomedical big data for individuals are characterized by Big-data-based edge biomarkers | 3 at Shanghai Information Center for Life Sciences, CAS on June 26, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ small samples with high dimensions, and it is a challenging task to exploit the information from such big data for biomedical applications [43, 44] . The conventional 'big data' emphasizes large samples, typically in low-dimensional space; however, the number of samples in biomedical data is large on populations but small on individuals, and also the data are generally represented in high-dimensional space, i.e. it is highdimensional and small-sample size data. For instance, gene expression data, protein expression data and medical imaging data for each individual are such biomedical data. In clinical practice, diagnosis, prognosis and treatment are all conducted on an individual basis, and thus typical biomedical data for each individual are considered as 'small-sample size in highdimension space'. In other words, the number of samples for a population is large, e.g. many blood samples collected from a cohort of patients, but the number of samples for an individual is still small, e.g. few blood samples collected from one patient, and thus 'small-sample size in high-dimension space' characterizes such big biomedical data.
The representative databases include: (i) databases depositing high-throughput data, e.g. TCGA [45, 46] , NCBI GEO [47, 48] , EMBL-EBI [49, 50] or GigaDB [51, 52] ; (ii) databases for biological sequences and elements, e.g. ENCODE [53] ; (iii) databases depositing experimental results about cells exposed to a variety of perturbing agents, e.g. LINCS [54, 55] ; (iv) databases for physical or associated networks, e.g. KEGG [56, 57] or STRING [58] ; and (v) databases depositing prior-known functional annotation of biological elements, e.g. Gene Ontology [59] . The representative data sets include: (i) DREAM Challenges providing potential benchmarks for assessing the cellular network inference and quantitative model [60, 61] ; (ii) WTCCC providing well-designed solutions on genome-wide association studies to understand the patterns of human genome sequence variation [62] ; and (iii) Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia characterizing the complete genetic determinations of about 1000 human cancer cell lines, with DNA copy number, messenger RNA expression, mutation data and more [63] . The representative tool platforms are Cytoscape [64] [65] [66] and Ingenuity pathway analysis [67] . The representative research projects usually aim to provide large number of samples and data to reveal the system-wide features of living organisms. To provide a comprehensive source on human genetic variations, 1000 Genomes Project [68, 69] is the first project to sequence the genomes of a large number of people, and to find most genetic variants that have frequencies of at least 1% in the populations studied. Along with reduction of sequencing cost, several projects have been proposed to cover more persons. 100K Genomes Project [70] focuses on patients with a rare disease or cancer and their families, and plans to sequence whole genomes of 100 000 patients from National Health Service. 100K Wellness Project [71] provides new concepts and technologies to achieve the fundamentally change on how healthcare is practiced. As its a 10 month pilot study, the Hundred Person Wellness Project is to optimize wellness and minimize disease for 100 'well' individuals by quantifying self measures from each individual [72] , whose data are collected and integrated from whole-genome sequencing, gut microbiome and clinical laboratory tests. The final goal of 100K Wellness Project [72] is to provide markers and their multi-parameters, quantifiable wellness metrics to evaluate/predict the early disease transitions for most common diseases, further to achieve earlier disease intervention and, finally, to transit the individual from a disease back to a wellness trajectory as early as possible [72] .
On the other hand, although there are so many data sources, they have significant different representative structures. The typical structures of biological data are briefly shown in Supplementary Table S2 . Firstly, annotation data [59] and network data [58] are the common knowledge bases in biology or medicine. The annotation data for biological elements (e.g. genes, proteins, interactions) are usually represented as a topological structure (e.g. tree), and each element is described on the origin, function, mutation and more [59] . The network data are represented as a table: each row represents an interaction or association; commonly the first and second columns give the symbols of genes/proteins involved in the interaction, and the third column points a weight value to indicate the confidence on the this interaction [58] . Obviously, a gene may have multiple functions annotated because of its participation on several interactions. However, these common knowledge bases are nonspecific for biological conditions, and thus cannot provide specific functions of this gene in a particular biological condition, or disease. In contrast, the omics data can provide condition-specific data [73] [74] [75] . Generally, there are four kinds of structures of individual-specific omics data: (i) control-case data, e.g. the expression data collected from the tissues or cells at time points before and after perturbation [76] ; (ii) multiplelevel data, e.g. the expression data, methylation data and sequence data collected for a single disease sample [45, 46] ; (iii) multiple-time data, e.g. the expression data of blood samples collected at different time points for a patient receiving treatment [77] ; and (iv) multiple-time and level data, as a combination of multiple-level data and multiple-time data, e.g. the expression data, metabolic data and clinical data collected for one person at different life time [40] .
Big-data-based edge biomarkers for diagnosing and predicting disease states for each individual
Recently, edge biomarker, network biomarker and DNB [21, 33] have been proposed to study the biological system and its dysfunction in a systematical and dynamical manner, which have demonstrated great potential to predict the disease state in an individual basis of patients, in particular, by exploiting the association and dynamical information from biomedical big data.
Generally, biomarkers are used to evaluate the states of diseases or other changed phenotypes. The discovery of biomarker includes two stages (Supplementary Figure S1A) : (i) identification of biomarkers from the available data of the collected samples from multiple individuals, and (ii) application of the biomarkers on the data of a new test sample from one individual. In terms of mathematical models, the identification of biomarker is known as a process of learning from the available data, which uses machine learning or optimization techniques to identify several features (e.g. molecule markers) to discriminate different phenotypes (e.g. response or nonresponse of treated samples). Meanwhile, the application of biomarkers is just a step of predicting on new data, which uses the identified features to evaluate/predict the phenotype of a test sample (e.g. if a sample or its represented individual has treatment response or not). Recent research works have classified the general biomarkers into four categories (Supplementary Figure S1B) according to the type of network information used in above two steps [34] . Briefly speaking, (i) node or molecular biomarkers, which exploit the information of differential expressions on a number of individual molecules in both two steps, e.g. differential expression of genes [78] or differential mutation of genes [79] ; (ii) network-based biomarkers or network-weighted biomarkers, which exploit correlation or association information between molecules to identify interactive molecules in the learning step, but only molecules (or a molecule set) without their network information in the predicting step, e.g. PinnacleZ approach extracting discriminative subnetworks rather than individual genes from a protein interaction network [80] or CORGs-based classification method to infer the activity level of a given pathway [81] ; (iii) edge biomarkers (or network biomarkers), which exploit correlation or association information between molecules in both two steps for learning and predicting, e.g. PPI-SVM-KNN model proposed to classify time series gene expression via integration of biological networks [82] or EdgeMaker approach to extract differentially correlated genepairs (DCPs) from NDEGs [36] ; (iv) DNB or dynamical edge biomarker explores dynamical information of data together with network information in two steps, which is able to further detect the critical stage just before the serious deterioration of a disease during the disease progression, e.g. MNR designed based on the temporal expression data of multiple individuals [41] or DNBs identified from dynamic protein-protein interaction networks to analyze the underlying mechanisms of complex diseases [83] . Different from conventional node biomarkers to explore differential expressions of molecules between a disease state and a control state, edge biomarkers are expected to learn and predict by exploring differential associations among molecules, which can provide a systematical and dynamical way to decipher the biological system responding to drug or therapy treatment. Clearly, types (iii) and (iv) could be big-data-based edge biomarkers because they are derived from the network information and big data, and also the prediction on a test sample (or a patient) by them requires the high-dimensional data of such a sample (or patient). In other words, big-data-based biomarkers are generally sample or individual specific either on evaluation of the biomarkers or on composition of the biomarkers, although many of those markers are common across all populations depending on the personal characteristics.
An unavoidable problem for both edge biomarkers and network biomarkers is the requirement of multiple samples in the predicting step. For a particular patient, when multiple samples are available, node biomarkers can make the diagnosis or prediction based on the expressions of those marker molecules, e.g. average expression, or relative value (e.g. average fold change) or even statistic value (e.g. P value); meanwhile, edge biomarkers can do it based on the correlations, e.g. PCC from the multiple samples. But, when only one sample is available for an individual, the correlations cannot be evaluated on one sample directly although there is no such problem for node biomarkers. Therefore, the approaches of edge biomarkers can be further grouped to two categories as single sample-based and multiple sample-based methods [34] .
Generally, the main procedures of identifying above edgebased biomarkers include the following steps:
i. Collecting data from experiments or databases, e.g. multiple-level omics data [84] or temporal expression data [85] ; ii. Transforming the original data from a form of node data to a form of edge data, e.g. from raw expression profiles [78] to correlation-like vectors [36] ; iii. Selecting feature nodes or feature edges by a feature selection method [86] ; iv. Quantifying the node biomarkers or edge biomarkers by scores, e.g. based on expression, correlation or activity [81] ; v. Building classification or prediction model based on node biomarkers, or edge biomarkers or their combinations by a machine learning method [87] ;
vi. Evaluating the phenotype of a new test individual with one or more samples by the biomarkers and their corresponding measurements on one or more samples.
In summary, the high-dimensional data even with small samples, such as multiple-level data or multiple-time data, provide a great opportunity to achieve the personalized medicine or precision medicine in a systematical and dynamical manner, e.g. construct big-data-based edge biomarkers to predict the disease state and treatment response in an individual basis. Different from conventional biomarkers that use the information of only the common molecules or edges across a population including network and edge biomarkers, big-data-based edge biomarkers are specific for each individual either on evaluation of those common biomarkers or on composition of those biomarkers so as to accurately evaluate the disease state by considering the individual heterogeneity, and thus not only the learning process but also the diagnosing or predicting process requires to measure big data, i.e. high-dimensional data for each individual, not limited to the information of those obtained markers.
Rationale and hypothesis of big-data-based edge biomarkers for predicting dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance
Rationale and hypothesis of biomarkers for predicting treatment response
For conventional node-based biomarkers, their discoveries require the evaluation on the average expressions of markers, e.g. gene expressions are significantly different between control and case populations just like individuals with or without protection in drug treatments, which assumes that the functional gain and loss on gene expression/transcription are the determinants of cellular response to drug sensitivity and resistance ( Figure 2 ). For example, to apply predictive biomarkers to optimal therapy on cancer patients, dynamic BH3 profiling has been used to predict chemotherapy response across many cancer types and many agents, including combinations of chemotherapies by measuring early drug-induced death signaling with differential 4% priming [88] . SHON has been identified as a novel human oncogene with predictive utility in ERp breast cancer, offering a simple biomarker to predict the therapeutic efficacy of antiestrogen therapy in patients with breast cancer [89] .
For edge-based biomarkers, their discoveries require that the correlations between two markers, e.g. a gene-pair, are significantly different in control and case populations, which assumes that the functional gain and loss on gene association/interaction determine the response to drug sensitivity and resistance (Figure 2 ). For example, a framework named as Multivariate Organization of Combinatorial Alterations has been proposed to effectively combine many genomic alterations into biomarkers of drug response by using Boolean set operations coupled with optimization, which is extended from conventional one based on pairwise interactions [90] . An in silico approach, as a software tool ExprEssence, has been applied to identify specific mechanisms relevant for TFAC therapy response, from a gene/protein interaction network [91] . Besides, a simple prediction framework has been designed based on the genome-wide and quantitative profiling of cellular responses to individual drugs, whose correlation-based strategy can reveal the synergistic effects of drug combinations [92] .
For module-based biomarkers, their discoveries depend on searching a combination of DEGs and DCPs in a form of network Big-data-based edge biomarkers | 5 at Shanghai Information Center for Life Sciences, CAS on June 26, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ (e.g. module), whose quantitative measurements based on the members of the module (e.g. the activity of the corresponding meta-marker) should have significant differences between control and case populations (Figure 2 ). The hypothesis underlying such kind of biomarkers is that the response to drug sensitivity and resistance should be executed by functional gain and loss on the gene network rather than individual genes. In cases of such biomarkers, an intact commensal microbiota that forms an interacted network as a module biomarker modulates myeloid-derived cell functions in the tumor microenvironment or optimal responses to cancer therapy [93] ; and organ transplant recipients treated with a posttransplant therapy that combines immunosuppressive and antiviral drugs, can offer a new window into the effects of immune modulation to measure the health of the immune system, and the connections between immune strength and the viral component of the microbiome [85] , which can be viewed as a module biomarker.
Particularly for big-data-based biomarkers, their extractions require to detect a combination of modules in a form of network of networks (e.g. module network), whose quantitative measurements dependent on their members (e.g. the activity of the corresponding meta-markers) and all other members (e.g. the activity of the module network connecting meta-markers) should have significant differences between control and case populations (Figure 2) . The systematical assumption of this kind of biomarkers is that the response to drug sensitivity and resistance should be executed by the consistent functional gain and loss on a group of network modules (e.g. population-common variations) and occasional changes among them (e.g. individual-specificity variations). In fact, several studies have provided evidences on the capability of whole high-throughput data as effective biomarkers, rather than the low-throughput data or dimensionality reduction from high-throughput data. Such researches include the following works: optical metabolic imaging has shown potential as a high-throughput screen technique to test the efficacy of a panel of drugs and to select optimal drug combinations for cancer treatment in individual patients [94] ; a ridge regression model has been built for the prediction of chemotherapeutic response in patients using only before-treatment baseline tumor gene expression data, where the models are fitted for whole-genome gene expression against drug sensitivity in a large panel of cell lines by allowing every gene to influence the prediction [95] ; a high-complexity barcode library, ClonTracer, has been developed to enable the high-resolution tracking of >1 million cancer cells under drug treatment, and provides quantitative assessment of the ability of combination treatments to suppress resistant clones [96] ; rather than disease state, DNB was proposed to detect pre-disease state (or critical state) during disease progression [21, 33] , and DNB is a group of molecules characterized with strong correlations but strong variations for those DNB molecules; and MNR [41] was designed based on the temporal expression data of multiple individuals, which has been carried on the analysis of Hepatitis C Virus (HCV) patients receiving interferon treatment. 
Typical instances of experimental data and biomarker model for predicting treatment response
Depending on the type and structure of data, conventional mathematical models on characterizing and predicting treatment response can be grouped as static approaches and dynamical approaches.
Static approaches usually used the sequences from host or virus to evaluate the risk or probability of treatment response [97] [98] [99] . Taking the treatment of HCV patients as examples, the HCV genotypes of HCV [100] , the nucleotide sequence of the hepatitis C virus genome [101] , the genomic complexity of hepatitis C virus [102] and the host and virus genome variability [103] all have been reported to be associated with patient response to interferon. Those data were used to analyze the treatment response in many previous works.
Meanwhile, dynamical approaches explore the high-dimensional information of omics data, especially the temporal expression data currently (note, the control-case study can be considered as sampled at two different time points). There are several similar well-designed experiments on the temporal expression profiles of patients with different diseases, e.g. Influenza, HCV or multiple sclerosis (MS). According to the scale of sampling interval, the categories of temporal expression can be short interval (e.g. scale of hours), medium interval (e.g. scale of days or weeks) and long interval (e.g. scale of months or years), respectively. Disregarding the particular type of disease, or drug, there are some common mathematical models used to analyze the signatures of treatment response according to the organization of expression data, e.g. differential expression analysis [104, 105] , machine learning analysis [87] and networkbased analysis [32, 106, 107] .
As an example of short-interval data, the gene expressions of Influenza patterns were collected at different hours. An important determinant of disease progression is known as the host response, especially for differentiating symptomatic and asymptomatic Influenza A infection [77] . To understand the host response on molecule levels, 17 healthy human volunteers received intranasal inoculation of influenza H3N2/Wisconsin, and 9 of them developed mild to severe symptoms according to standardized symptom scoring [77] . A total of 267 gene expression profiles were obtained for all volunteers at 16 time points, as an interval of $8 h post inoculation (hpi) through 108 hpi including baseline (À24 hpi). In a way of bioinformatics analysis [77] , Bayesian Linear Unmixing was used to establish an ab initio molecular signature strongly correlated to symptomatic clinical disease; EDGE and SOM were also used to investigate the key host factors temporally related to symptomatic and asymptomatic volunteers. Recently, DNB-based approaches (e.g. edge network analysis [108] or single sample-based DNB [109] ) have been developed and applied on analyzing this data set, which not only predict the symptomatic or asymptomatic Influenza A infection but also identify the critical time before the symptom of infection appears for a particular volunteer.
As an example of medium-interval data, the gene expressions of HCV patients were measured at different days or weeks. To compare the treatments of HCV patients with different therapeutic regimens, the kinetics of gene expression of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were measured during the first 10 weeks [i.e. before treatment (Day 1) and at Days 3, 6, 10, 13, 27, 42 and 70 days after treatment] of therapy in 20 HCV patients treated with Pegylated-interferon-alfa2b and ribavirin [110] . Differential expression analysis was carried on, and the genes with deregulation at given time points were investigated, where the levels of gene up-regulation or down-regulation were found to be similar to those reported with Pegasys/ribavirin treatment previously [110] . In addition, a new classification algorithm (e.g. a time-dependent diagnostic model [111] ) and new edge biomarker (e.g. MNR [41] ) were proposed to further improve the discrimination on responders and nonresponders.
As an example of long-interval data, the time-course gene expressions were tested at different months or years. For MS patients treated by recombinant human interferon beta (rIFNb), a relatively large proportion of them are nonresponders [112] . To detect treatment-outcome-associated higher-order predictive patterns on expression of PBMC, a temporal kinetic reversetranscription polymerase chain reaction data set was generated on 70 genes of 52 MS patients receiving rIFNb treatment [112] . Briefly, in the patients, 33 had good prognosis, and the other 19 had poor prognosis; and for each patient, the expression profiles of 70 genes on seven time points (0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18 and 24 months after the treatment) were measured. From the viewpoint of data mining and predictive modeling [112] , a Bayes' score was defined for each gene triple representing the probability of a patient being a good responder; and then several best predictive gene triplets (i.e. classifiers) were combined into a committee; finally, a majority voting scheme was used to decide which class a new sample would be assigned. Based on this data set, some new gene features (e.g. negative correlation based gene markers [113] ) or new classification models (e.g. hidden Markov models [114] or HMM/GMM hybrid model [82] ) were further proposed to improve the prediction power.
As described above, biomedical big data (e.g. high-dimensional omics data) indeed have been widely used in biomarker study and application. Conventional node biomarkers extract a few gene signatures from data with high dimensions according to differential expressions of separate molecules, and use only such signatures' low dimensions in prediction. Meanwhile, network and edge biomarkers can detect several gene-pair signatures from high-dimensional data according to differential associations of interactive molecules, and still use such low-dimensional signatures in prediction. Obviously, these biomarkers use the information of the common identified molecules or edges across a population disregarding individual specificity. In contrast, big-data-based edge biomarkers (e.g. module biomarker in MNR [41] ) make full use of not only common molecules or edges (e.g. consistent modules in MNR [41] ) but also conditional molecules or edges (e.g. module interactions rather than molecule interactions in MNR [41] ). Thus, big-data-based edge biomarkers could be specific for each individual so as to accurately evaluate the disease state by considering the individual heterogeneity, in which high-dimensional data are required not only in the learning process but also in the diagnosing or predicting process for the tested patient.
A case study on biomarker discovery of dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance
As an illustration of big-data-based edge biomarkers in analysis of dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance rather than performance comparison, MNR is used in the reanalysis of temporal expression data from a malaria vaccine trial [115] for displaying the routine analysis and feature outcomes of bigdata-based edge biomarkers.
MNR firstly builds time-specific network from individuals, then extracts the common/stable modules (termed consistent modules [41] ) across those time-specific networks. Next, it uses Big-data-based edge biomarkers | 7 at Shanghai Information Center for Life Sciences, CAS on June 26, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ these modules as nodes, the interactions between modules as edges, to reconstruct the module network for each individual at particular time point or time period. Thirdly, an activity score of module or module interaction measured by molecular expressions and molecular associations was developed. Obviously, in the learning step, MNR can learn any features of the molecule network rather than individual molecules corresponding to a particular individual at a specific time, which could provide more clues (e.g. quantitative state of network by activity score) about the personal features at a molecular level, e.g. responses of treatment. In the predicting step, with at least three samples available for each individual, its molecule network can be estimated and the activity score can be calculated, and then these activity measurements can be applied to predict the state of biological system transition, e.g. outcome of treatment. Not limited to the measurement of those obtained markers, MNR requires high-dimensional data (omics data) or the measurement of other molecules (e.g. interactions between consistent modules) to evaluate the edge biomarkers (e.g. consistent modules) of the new patient because of the heterogeneity, and thus it is a method of big-data-based edge biomarkers. MNR was used to analyze dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance. The main results are summarized as follows.
i. Data description. MNR [41] has been applied to reanalyze the temporal expression data from a malaria vaccine trial [115] . In this study, samples were collected at study entry, the day of third vaccination, 24 h and 72 h post the third vaccination and 2 weeks post the third vaccination. Thirteen of 39 vaccines were protected, and 26 of 39 were not protected. To guarantee each vaccine has expression data at the first five time points, the pre-procession gives gene expression profiles with 13 436 genes, and 120 samples (24 vaccines at corresponding five time points, where 11 are protected and 13 are not protected without delay). Obviously, these data would be multiple-time data from medium-interval experiment. ii. Brief results of MNR. Based on all patients' five temporal networks, we found 47 consistent modules and 44 appearance-consistent modules during the whole procedure of malaria vaccine trial, whose members are module network genes (MNGs). Using the consistent modules with significant KEGG pathway enrichment, module network can be reconstructed for a group of protected or non-protected at five time points, respectively, or reconstructed for each vaccine at three time windows, respectively. Each time window contains consecutive three time points, noted as
, where, T 0 is at study entry; T 1 is on the day of the third vaccination; T 2 is 24 h after the third vaccination; T 3 is 72 h after the third vaccination; and T 4 is 2 weeks after the third vaccination. iii. Comparison with conventional DEGs. The previous study [115] gave a list of DEGs indicating the response of vaccine at 24 h post the third vaccination for all vaccines ( Figure 3A and B). In contrast, MNGs show different expression patterns for protected vaccines and non-protected ones, respectively ( Figure 3C and D) . These genes would have functional associations during the process of vaccination, but have different association network for particular vaccine, which might induce the successful protection or not. They would have power to predict the final outcome of challenge, as protected or failed in the following discussion. iv. Modules and their functional enrichments related to disease and treatment. The consistent modules have significant enrichments on diverse biological functions. Many essential pathways were found to be enriched in several appearance-consistent modules (see in Table 1): a. Relation to essential functions, e.g. chemokine signaling pathway and NOD-like receptor signaling pathway. There was a study on the physiologic role of the duffy blood group antigen, which serves as a receptor on the red blood cells for the malarial parasite [116] . NOD-and Toll-like agonists are important to instruct an appropriate adaptive immune response, whose ligands have possibility to generate new vaccine combinations [117] . b. Relation to HBV, e.g. Hepatitis B. There are some candidate malaria vaccines that have been produced based on hepatitis B virus core [118, 119] . c. Relation to other diseases, e.g. HTLV-I infection and cancer. There is a well-known phenomenon of biological false seropositivity with reactive EIAs and indeterminate western blot patterns, which has been attributed to possible cross-reactivity with malaria antigens [120] .
Although there are few studies of the relationship of cancer to malaria, analogies have been reported at the cellular level for the two diseases; the antimalarial artesunate is possibly active against cancer; Epstein Barr Virusrelated Burkitt's lymphoma is believed to require cofactors, such as malarial infection, for tumor development; even there is a relationship between malaria in the United States and brain tumor incidence [121] .
v. Module-based prediction of vaccine protection/response in an individual patient. Firstly, for groups of vaccines with or without protection, their modules' evaluation on differential expression (E-score) and evaluation on differential expression and correlation (EC-score) were calculated, respectively as defined in [41] . Seeing Figure 4 , these activity measurements can discriminate the groups of protected or not well, especially, EC-score have better discrimination than E-score. This supports again differential correlation rather than differential expression would be discriminative features as novel biomarkers. Thus, the consistent modules and their temporal activities can reflect the difference between vaccines with or without protection on the level of networks. Secondly, the activity of module interaction (i.e. modules' connection weights defined in [41] ) for each vaccine at a time period (i.e. consecutive three time points) were calculated. This new activity profile was used to build classification model by SVM, and predict the protection or non-protection for each vaccine. At different time periods/ windows, the prediction accuracy (evaluated by average area under curve (AUC) on 100Â of 10-fold cross-validation) is high, especially approaching to 100% at the days after the third vaccination ( Table 2) . As control, the average expressions of DEGs reported in previous study [115] were also used, and their performance is no better than MNGs from consistent modules (Table 2) . Besides, a few probes/biomarkers were identified to sort samples into protected and non-protected of disease categories with 100% accuracy at Day 5 after challenge [115] , but they did not make prediction at the days before challenge. These results strongly support consistent modules, and their activities have high ability to distinguish protected and non-protected vaccines ahead of the previous biomarkers.
Finally, to quantitatively illustrate the efficiency of different categories of biomarkers in the context of dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance, a number of state-of-the-art methods have also been applied to this case study. Specifically, they include: DEG (conventional node biomarkers), AEP [122, 123] and frSVM [123, 124] (network-based biomarkers), PAC [81, 123] , GSVA [125] and Pathifier [126] (module-based biomarkers, or pathway-based biomarkers) and MNR (edge-based biomarkers, or big-data-based biomarkers). Similar to above evaluation on DEG and MNG, five additional methods were also adopted to extract biomarkers from all data, meanwhile discriminating the protected and non-protected groups by using the average expressions or scores in each time window. Particularly, four methods, i.e. DEG, AEP, frSVM and MNR, possibly using biological networks rather than pathways, can provide feature genes in details. Thus, four groups of feature genes represented by Table 2 shows the efficiency of different methods or biomarkers to discriminate the protected and nonprotected groups, which are evaluated by AUC values. MNGs have been shown to be better than DEGs. The performance of DEGs decreases in the third time period. And AEPs display consistent performance in different time periods, although their AUC is not the highest. The AUC of frSVMs is not high, and decreases in the third time period as DEGs, which might be caused by frSVMs; this implies the importance of the association/network among feature genes. Meanwhile, among other three pathway-based methods or biomarkers, Pathifiers have the best performance. MNGs and Pathifiers achieve comparable performances from two aspects: MNR is an unsupervised method to extract the gene modules and quantify the scores of modules; in contrast, Pathifier is a supervised method to quantify the scores of prior-known pathways. Besides, GSVA estimates the enrichment score of each pathway in one sample, and its performance is also high although it decreases in the second time period. The performance of PAC is not satisfactory in this case study, which may result from the small-sample size.
On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the comparison results among four groups of feature genes represented by DEGs, AEPs, frSVMs and MNGs.
i. The edge biomarkers (i.e. MNGs) is better than the conventional node biomarkers (i.e. DEGs) and network-based biomarkers (i.e. AEPs and frSVMs), which are evaluated by the average efficiency (AUC) for discriminating the protected and non-protected groups as shown in Figure 5A . ii. The edge biomarkers and network-based biomarkers both have clear biological interpretation than node biomarkers, which is evaluated by the degree of genes in the biological network. Figure 5B shows the absolute degree of genes, where the absolute degree for a gene is the number of edges linked to this gene among all feature genes on the biological network. Figure 5C shows the relative degree of genes, where the relative degree of a gene is the ratio of numbers of edges linked to this gene among all feature genes and among all background genes. Obviously, the larger degree of feature genes means closer associations/interactions among the selected feature genes, which would indicate potential biological functions enriched in the feature genes. iii. As shown in Figure 5D , the numbers of overlapped genes among feature genes selected by different methods are small, which implies that these methods detect different global or local biomarkers on the biological network. Meanwhile, the feature genes from different methods have many potential interactions on the biological network ( Figure 5E ). Especially, 50% genes in MNGs can interact with frSVMs, and 100% genes in frSVMs can interact with MNGs, which means that MNG and frSVM would find biomarkers neighboring on the biological network. Together with above findings, MNGs show better ability on both discrimination and interpretation of biomarkers than DEGs, AEPs and frSVMs in this case study.
These results not only provided the biological insights into dynamical drug sensitivity and resistance but also demonstrated the superiority of big-data-based edge biomarkers for evaluating disease states in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency. The integration of high-confidence prior knowledge is expected to provide additional information on the discovery of edge biomarkers or big data biomarkers. And the future systematical evaluation of biomarkers in different application scenarios, including the study of drug sensitivity and resistance, will inspire more powerful models and technologies in biomarker discovery and application.
Key Points
• A key to achieve the precision medicine or personalized medicine is to characterize individual diseases by their systematical and dynamical features (e.g. network and fluctuation) rather than static features (e.g. sequence mutations or SNPs).
• Big-data-based edge biomarker is a new concept to characterize disease features based on biomedical big data in a dynamical and network manner, which also provides alternative strategies to indicate disease status in single samples. DNB (dynamical network biomarker) is such a biomarker to indicate the critical state during disease progression by using dynamical information.
• There are many sources and structures of biomedical big data accessible in public for edge biomarker and disease study. The biomedical big data are typically 'small-sample size in high-dimension space', i.e. small samples but with high dimensions on feature for each individual, in contrast to traditional big data in other fields, i.e. big samples but with low dimensions.
• In contrast to using the information of the common molecules or edges across a population in traditional Big-data-based edge biomarkers | 13 at Shanghai Information Center for Life Sciences, CAS on June 26, 2016 http://bib.oxfordjournals.org/ biomarkers including network and edge biomarkers, big-data-based edge biomarkers are further specific for each individual and thus can accurately evaluate the disease state by considering the individual heterogeneity, i.e. high-dimensional data are required not only in the learning process but also in the diagnosing or predicting process of the tested individual.
• As a representation of big-data-based edge biomarker, MNR (module network rewiring-analysis) is able to predict the disease state by learning differential associations between molecules rather than differential expressions of molecules during disease progression or treatment in individual patients. MNR makes full use of not only common molecules or edges (e.g. consistent modules) but also conditional molecules or edges (e.g. module interactions rather than molecule interactions). A deep case study shows that the identified module biomarkers from MNR can accurately distinguish vaccines with or without protection and outperformed over previous reported gene signatures in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
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